**Positive Magazine**

We are looking for enthusiastic Journalism students to work for our two publications that are distributed with the preferred departure lounges for five major airlines. The Interns will be able to cover a wide range of topics that include but are not limited to travel stories, celebrities, dining, automotive, some political activities, local stories and giving back. Interns will work with me as the editor in chief along with one of our other editors. Their work will be published and distributed in print as well as online. They will learn a lot of social media tips as well as gaining access to important figures.

We will be looking at hiring interns that are a fit for our organization. If you know students who maybe interested we would love the opportunity to speak with them and get them started in their Journalism career.

Thank you and I can be reached at the following:

--

Tiffany Love  
Positive Magazine  
All Things Good About Our World!  
p 310-855-3737 ext. 101  
tlove@enjoypositive.com  
Twitter: Twitter.com/PositiveMag  
[Http://EnjoyPositive.com](http://EnjoyPositive.com)

Positive Magazine is a wholly owned subsidiary of TRL Media Corporation. Positive can be found at select VIP departure lounges on United, US Airways and Continental Airlines. Please consider our environment before printing this e-mail. Thank you.